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I’m Sarah Stampfli and I am so glad you are considering Serene Bedlam Photography 
to create beauitful memories with you and your family. 

I feel so lucky every day to live in this beautiful patch of red dirt, which has allowed me 
to create my photography business.  Newman is where I have built my studio and the 
stunning Pilbara is the perfect backdrop for outdoor portrait photography.  Living in 
such a remote location has allowed me to  develop experience across a broad 
range of photography genres and every day brings a new challenge! 

My business name really epitomises what photography means to mMy business name really epitomises what photography means to me. Life is crazy, busy 
bedlam filled with noise and joy, all things I want to capture in a moment of serenity, 
peace and calm, connection and belonging.  Creating those memories with your 
family is something I truly love doing. Capturing all of it, the crazy and the fun, the calm 
and the peace is something I feel so privileged to be able to share with you. 

At Serene Bedlam we want to create images you will love, images filled with joy and 
laughter. I can’t wait to work with you to capture your family’s treasured memories.  

Thank yoThank you,

Sarah

... capturing beautiful moments of serenity amidst the bedlam of life ...

welcome



Newborn portrait photography is a beaufiul opportunity to capture this tiny little 
bundle in all their brand newness. They are only tiny for such a little time and the photo-
graphs capture all those precious details for you to look back on as they grow up.  
While newborn photography is designed to celebrate their newness and squishiness it 
can be quite a challenging process which is why I’ve created a ‘What to Expect’ 
guide to allow you to be prepared and get as much as possible out of the session. 
This is designed to be read before you fill out your booking form so I can gather all the 
information I neeinformation I need. 

Newborn Photography is one of my favourite aspects of photography and I treasure 
each early memory I capture of this precious new life.  I have developed my style 
through a great variety of newborn training and workshops focusing on the safety of 
your baby and creating beautiful photographs. I have even invested in a newborn 
training model - my Stand In Baby (SIB) which is a fantastic specifically designed    
photography tool, perfect  for creating setups and posing, practising techniques, for 
teaching parents and siblings how to hold the baby for photographs and so much 
more! more! You will see my SIB at all my newborn sessions.  

Your baby‘s safety and wellbeing will always be my biggest focus. If I feel any hint of 
sickness I will always reschedule your session with as much warning as possible. I am 
always up to date with all my vaccinations including Whooping Cough.  All my props 
and blankets are washed/sanitised with sensitive skin products between sessions. 

what to expect



WHEN TO BOOK
Newborn photography sessions are usually best done in the first 2 weeks of your 
baby’s life, (usually as soon as you return to Newman) as at this time they are at the 
best stage for the newborn squishiness. To try and make this happen the ideal situation 
is for you to book at your 20 week scan, letting me know your due date. We can 
change the date when baby is here! 

If your baby has already already arrived please contact me as soon as possible so If your baby has already already arrived please contact me as soon as possible so 
we can fit your session to capture the newborn memories. 

BEFORE YOUR SESSION
I will prepare all the propI will prepare all the props, fabrics and setups in advance so I’m fully organised for the 
session. I have a great selection of newborn headbands, outfits etc. If there are colours 
or styles you don’t like please make sure you let me know in advance on the booking 
form.  If there is a prop you desperately want to include please let me know as far in 
advance as possible so I can try and source it, allowing for delivery since we’re so 
remote! If you have had newborn photographs previously or seen something you love 
please send through examples so that I can keep them in mind when planning your 
unique sessiounique session. If you have sentimental items such as wedding rings or your wedding 
dress that you would like to include please let me know. 

FAMILY
Newborn sessions include a family photography session. If baby has older siblings this 
session is done separately to the newborn session either at the beginning and then 
one parent takes the older children home or after we have finished the newborn     

session they can come in and we can capture the sibling & family photographs.  If you 
have visiting grandparents or other family members please let me know so that we can       

include them.  



ON THE DAY
Dressing baby in a button down (not over the head) onesie maDressing baby in a button down (not over the head) onesie makes it so much easier. 
Please put the nappy on as loosely as possible so it doesn’t leave those leg marks. A 
full baby is a happy baby - please give them a full feed and then a little more just 
before you walk out the door to the session, fortunately Newman is so small that they 
will still be well and truly ‘milk drunk’ when you arrive.  If you are running late please don’t 

worry! Babies work to their own schedule and I always allow enough time. 

WHAT TO BRING 
Unless you have mementoUnless you have mementos, props or specific outfits you really don’t need to bring any-
thing except baby. If you are formula feeding please make sure to bring more than you 
think you’ll need. 

DURING THE SESSION
Newborn sessions are held in my studio which is at my house - 14 Tjilla St. The studio is 
in the back garden. While it might not look like much from the outside it allows me a 
beautiful custom designed creative space in the comfort and security of my own home. 
It also means parent/family sessions can be scheduled outside normal business hours if 

neccessary. 

The studio is always The studio is always kept very warm for newborns, the warmth allows them to sleep com-
fortably although it might be uncomfortable for us. In Winter there will be a heater run-
ning and in Summer we won’t need one. There is an aircon for the parents but please 
dress for heat! There is usually white noise playing to allow baby to be comfortable. 
There’s always water in the bar fridge, please bring a book or a magazine to relax 
while baby and I get to work! Newborn sessions can take a long time, 2 - 3 hours for 

the newborn session and 30-90 minutes for the family session. 



AFTER THE SESSION
I usually allow a week or two to post process the photographs. In that time I may post a 
sneak peek on my facebook page, this is something you can choose in your booking 
form. If sneak peeks are put up please feel free to like, tag and share.  The sneak peeks 
will be perfect for facebook and all social media but not for printing. Please don’t 

remove the watermark or crop or edit the photograph. 

VIEWING SESSIONVIEWING SESSION
A viewing session allows you to view all the processed photographs in a beautiful 
slideshow and choose the photographs that you love.  The viewing session is usually 
held at your home which means baby and older siblings are less disrupted. I can plug 
into an HDMI port on your TV.  We can assess your existing wall art to determine what 

sizes and shapes of prints woult be the best to display your newest prints. 

ORDERS
I strongly encourage people to print their photographI strongly encourage people to print their photographs. While I do offer digital files my 
prints are created through professional photography labs who create amazing       
colour-accurate art work. So many people have digital files sitting in a drawer, never 
printed. By getting at least some prints through Serene Bedlam you are guaranteeing 

you have beautiful memories captured forever. 

Once you place your order at your viewing session please allow 3 - 4 weeks for       
delivery depending on the type of work you order. 



BEFORE YOUR NEWBORN SESSION

       Advise of due date and approximate return to Newman

       Read the preparation guide

       Fill out booking form - use approximate due date. 
       I’ll move the date once you’ve confirmed your arrival in Newman date

       Send through any example or previous photographs
              email to sarah@serenebedlam.com.au or through Facebook messenger

       Confirm return to Newman date
        I’ll move the booking to suit our actual photography date.

THE MORNING OF YOUR NEWBORN SESSION

       Dress baby in a button down onesie

      Fasten nappy very loosely

      Give baby a full feed and then a little more

The studio address is The studio address is 14 Tjilla Street and my phone number if you’re running a little 
late or need to make any changes is 0407195260

checklist


